Celebration galore as CSRC turns 25!

© CSRC Team Talamarang sharing a light moment on stage

Community Self-reliance Centre (CSRC) celebrated its 24th Annual Day on March 14, 2017 in a semi
formal program at Hotel Mount View in Lapsiphedi Kathmandu. The staffs, board and general members,
partner organizers and well wishers gathered together to reflect upon the organization's past year's
achievements, learning and way forward in the changing political and social contexts.
More than 100 people were a part of this program.
Prior to the Annual Day, on March 13, core staffs, the board and general members were together to
discuss the need of reworking on CSRC's Strategic Plan (2014-19) post-earthquake and the ongoing state
restructuring process. On 14th, the Organizational Development Advisor (ODA), Jagat Basnet shared the
previous day's briefs about strengths, shortcomings and challenges faced by CSRC along with a short
historical background and journey of CSRC. Couple of video documentaries and short speech delivery
was part of formal program which wrapped up before lunch. Chairperson Dr. Suresh Dhakal shed lights
on the changing national and international contexts and review in the Strategic Plan and working
modality, after important consultations. He thanked all guests for their overwhelming participation and
the dedicated team for making the journey an achievement in itself, adding to empower CSRC for the
coming days.
After the lunch, the program took an informal turn where different teams went forth to sharing their
talent through singing, dancing, citing poems and even acting, during which each teams were gifted a
memento by the organization.

The organization is celebrating its 25th anniversary whole throughout this year with vibrant activities and
movements at different levels, rigorous research and publications and production of audio visuals in
ample amount.
Glimpses from the program:

© CSRC Start of the formal program
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Chairperson Dr. Suresh Dhakal giving memento to Hansh Raj Joshi of CARE Nepal

© CSRC Team CSRC, guests and well wishers for group photo together

